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The Authors wish to clarify that in the originally published version of this paper, one reference was omitted. This reference now appears in the "**Introduction**" section of the manuscript supporting the following statements:•''Previous work has also reported a pH-corrected measurement (Narayanaswamy et al., 2019; [@bib1])''•''Taking advantage of DNA nanostructure, including controllable size and shape as well as excellent biocompatibility (Song et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017a, 2017b; Zhang et al., 2001; [@bib1])''

Further, minor textual changes are made and are mentioned in the "**Results**" section:•''there are no cross talk or fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) between RhB and gCD\@CaL assembled onto DNA nanostructure (Figures 2H and 2I) by using 3D surface plot analytical method ([@bib1])''•''The developed FLIM nanoprobe was applied for monitoring the levels of lysosomal pH and Ca2+ (pHly and \[Ca2+\]ly) in neurons by using a density scatter profile method ([@bib1])''

We declare that this change was incorporated to highlight the transparency in reporting the methodology and does not dispute the scientific conclusion of this paper. The Authors apologize for this oversight.
